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KOMIOD LCHARVEST KAPOK

1. ONE MORE CHICOM ARRIVED FOR IUA CONFERENCE. HE IS
S.C. LIANG AKA LIANG Szu Ch'Eng (no telecode book available MEXI).
FOLLOWING ARE LIANG'S CHARACTER AS NUMBERED IN MATHews

DICTIONARY 3951. 5580 379). LIANG IS SOHK
4035645S(A-7
1UJX KW PAS 5466-7773
GUPPLMWAAS/. 5-56. LIANG BORN

CIRCA 1905. GRAD U. OF PENN SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE. FOREMOST
EXPERT ON ANCIENT CHINESE ARCHITECTURE. CIRCA 1945 LIANG RECEIVED
HONORARY DOCTORATE FROM YALE. IN EARLY 50`S AT REQUEST CHICOMS,
LIANG DESIGNED SEVERAL BUILDINGS IN PEIPING HOWEVER CHICOMS
SUBSEQUENTLY CRITICIZED WORK AS REACTIONARY. LIANG DISAPPEARED
AND DID NOT REAPPEAR UNTIL AFTER HE HAD WRITTEN SEVERE SELF CRITICISM
CONDEMNING HIS WORK. HIS YALE DEGREE, HIS FATHER ETC. ACCORDING
STFADELESS, LIANG'S SELF CRITICISM GIVEN WIDE PUBLICITY BY CHICOMS.
SINCE THEN LIANG HAS BEEN PROF AT TSINGHUA UNIVERSITY. WIFE AND
ELDEST SON ARE ATTACHED TO TIBET WHO THEN BECAME SOVIET MI6 AGENT.

2. CAN ADD COMPLETED LIANG'S SELF CRITICISM STORY AS OUTLINED
ABOVE? IF COMPLETED, CHECK INTERESTING TARGET FOR GOLD

15426
APPROACH BASED ON ABUSE HEALED ON HIM AND, THROUGH HIM, ON HIS FATHER BY CHICOMS. OBJECTIVE OF APPROACH WOULD BE SAME AS FOR STGOAL AS OUTLINED PARA 2 DIR 71632. THIS EFFORT WILL NOT CROSS WITH STGOAL OP SINCE STGOAL AND LIANG ARE INVOLVED DIFFERENT PARTS OF CONFERENCE AND DO NOT APPEAR TO SPEND TIME TOGETHER. STFADELESS INVOLVEMENT STGOAL PRECLUDES HIS APPROACHING LIANG. IF HQS CONCURS APPROACH, REQUEST PRIORITY TRACES LIANG PLUS PRECISE SELF CRITICISM.